Heterogeneity of water at the phospholipid membrane interface.
Femtosecond infrared (IR) two-color pump-probe experiments were used to investigate the nonlinear response of the D2O stretching vibration in weakly hydrated dimyristoyl-phosphatidylcholine (DMPC) membrane fragments. The vibrational lifetime is comparable to or longer than that in bulk D2O and is frequency dependent, as it decreases with increasing probe frequency. Also, the lifetime increases when the water content of the sample is lowered. The measured lifetimes range between 903 and 390 fs. A long-lived spectral feature grows in following the excitation and is attributed to photoinduced D-bond breaking. The photoproduct spectrum differs from the steady state difference Fourier transform infrared (FTIR) spectrum, showing that the full thermalization of the excitation energy happens on a much longer time scale than the time interval considered (12 ps). Further evidence of the inhomogeneous character of the water residing in the polar region of the bilayer comes from the spectral anisotropy. The water molecules absorbing on the low frequency side of the absorption band show no decay at all of the anisotropy, while an ultrafast partial decay appears when the high frequency side of the spectrum is probed. The overall behavior differs remarkably from that observed with similar experiments in bulk water and in water segregated in inverse micelles. In weakly hydrated phospholipid membranes, water molecules are present mostly as isolated species, prevalently involved in strong, rigid, and persistent hydrogen bonds with the polar groups of the bilayer molecules. This specific character appears to have a direct effect on the structural stability and thermal properties of the membrane.